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Greetings to all of you from our planetary headquarters. I am Machiventa, and based on your
conversations regarding the sharing that has been provided, I would like to address you today.

The planetary affairs from a human perspective, in parts of the world, can seem as though they
are in disarray, and yet when there are challenges, various agencies and governments go to
work to solve these challenges. Recognize, perhaps, that most on your world are addressing
these challenges directly and squarely, to find the best resolution and to create the most
beneficial impact for their citizens.

Although there are voids within the unity of nations to address planetary problems as they arise,
the greater challenges faced are often on how to minimize the impact of nations who use force
and manipulation rather than cooperation to address the various crises and disturbances.

On our level, recognize that we have significant resources that monitor various levels of
planetary effort. We address these in meetings frequently and reports are given that allow us to
recognize where the most pressure can be applied, or attention given. Although it may
sometimes seem that everything is devolving into chaos, this is not how we perceive it from our
angle at this time.

Our greatest area of concern for your world presently is the flow of information, the conflicting
efforts to present information as being valid or truthful can cause disturbances which make it
more difficult to understand where the truth lies. Our efforts at the present time are to try to
encourage information sources that are freer from manipulation, more stable sources which can
be seen as more trustworthy. Therefore, in the time to come you may see more effort applied
toward achieving these stable sources.

We rely on universal broadcasts for information regularly. How to implement a similar source for
the human perspective is one of our current challenges.

I think, my friends, as you feel knocked off your center by how you react in your lives, this is
somewhat symptomatic of the destabilizing effects of too much information being shared, or not
having that connection to a stable source of information, and this naturally transfers to how you
can gain that stable source of information that allows you to more favorably act and interact
within your lives with others.

It is via your continued efforts to engage in the stillness, to allow all of the uncertainties to
cascade away in the embrace of what is certain: a universe’s love for you, based in the
stabilizing influence of our great creator Michael, who reflects that stabilizing influence from
Paradise in our First Source and Center.

It is very important during this confusing stage in your life, where you are on this planet, to take
time to be in this embrace, to not always even seek for answers as much as just recognizing
that you are part of this loving energy that fills the universe, not only from our Creator Son, but
his complement as well, in your Mother.

We are enthusiastic, despite some precarious days ahead, that your world will change toward
the better, toward the progression that would lead toward our ability to become a more
conscious part of your planetary affairs and ultimately toward reinstating the Paradise plan of
progression for your world and incorporating each of you, all of you individually and together,
into this plan for the future that brings us to the eventual recognition of light and life for your
world, for our system and for the universe and universes.

Regardless of the temporary feelings that you have, these things are an inevitability, in the long
term perspective.

So rest easy in the embrace of your parents. Allow them to fill you with that confidence where
you can react from a place of love and spirit, rather than the insecurities of a conflicting and
conflicted world.

There is another who would speak with you today, therefore I would leave at this time and
perhaps if you have questions we can discuss these at a later date. Thank you.

* My children, I am your Mother Nebadonia, here to underscore our love and deep appreciation
for each of you and the efforts you make to grow, to express, to create, to dare to understand.
Please know that you are a precious part of the divine plan. Let this knowledge become a part
of your daily, hourly, minute by minute experience. As you feel precious, you extend that point of
view.

My dearest children, be aware that you are each connected to one another in a vast web of
energy and whether it is clear or known to you, your smallest efforts have cumulative effect. I
wish to assure you that the smallest efforts of love are what are real. Negativity or error do not
ripple through the web, as does love. They are not coequal.

So day by day, hour by hour, minute by minute, immerse yourself in our love and be comforted.
These are my words to you from your Father Michael and from me, your Mother. Our peace,
appreciation and love I leave you with. Farewell.

